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There are full-time and part-time remote positions available, with pay
ranging from $19—$46 per hour.To sign up, you will need to complete a 20-
minute test on this site.

2. Wordvice
There are remote, part-time jobs available on this site, and this company
asks that you let it know your expected pay rate in your application.You will
need to submit your application and resume, complete an editing sample,
and then you will be notified of your results via email.It does ask that you
are enrolled in or have completed a graduate degree program.

ProofreadingServices.com1.

3. Gramlee
Gramlee say that it is always looking for exceptional editors and that you
will edit from home if you are selected to work for this company.To apply,
you will need to submit its Employee Application form and wait to hear back
if you have been approved.

4. Scribe Writing
Scribe Writing (previously called Book in a Box) is a company that takes on
freelance editors for book editing.The great thing about this site is that if it
doesn’t currently have any open vacancies, you can set up email alerts for
when it does.

5. Scribbr
To join Scribbr’s team, you will need to follow this process:Take a
language quiz. If you pass, Scribbr will review your CV and your
motivation statement to see if you will fit in well with the team.Complete
a language editing assignment.If you have passed the test assessment,
you will be invited to join the Scribbr Academy. You will need to complete
two simulation orders, and then you will be ready for real orders.

6. EditFast
ZYou will need to complete the registration process and pass the EditFast
review, but whether or not you get work depends on clients choosing you
for the project.Payments to editors will be made through PayPal. EditFast
gets 40% of the final total project price.

7. Writer's Relief
Writer’s Relief is an author submission service that helps creative writers to
get published.To apply, fill in its application form, but please note that it
only accepts 2% of the people who apply.

8. Wordfirm Inc.
TWordfirm Inc. provides editorial services and publication
production. You will have to fill out a lengthy application, so make
sure you give yourself time to sit down and go through it.
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The qualifications that are required to apply to work here areA PhD in
English or another writing-intensive discipline;A published scholar, with
demonstrable talent and skills as a writer. If you meet these requirements,
you can send Edit911 a sample of your writing and your resume, to which it
will respond within 48 hours.

10. SmartBrief
Keep an eye on this one, as it occasionally has openings for work-at-home
copy editors. The pay is $15 per hour.

9. Edit911

11. American Journal Experts
All of the positions are remote and can be done from anywhere in the
world.You can find a list of its job openings and apply for whichever are best
for you.

12. CACTUS Communications
SCACTUS are currently recruiting forFreelance specialist editorsFreelance
pharma/regulatory editorFreelance alt text editorsScientific reviewers:
physical sciences and pharmaIt does ask that you have a relevant degree in
the subject that you would be editing.

13. Polished Paper
Polished Paper (which, by the way, has an amazing looking website!) say
that it has opportunities for exceptional editors.You will need to sign up,
upload your resume, and then complete its 35-question test.

14. Domainite
This is a site that’s not very well paid, but if you are brand new to
proofreading, it can be a good place to get started.
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